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A series of experiments were designed to examine how luminance and color cues influence the
occurrence of neon color spreading for the Ehrenstein pattern plus the cross pattern. The
proportion of “see” responses for color spreading was obtained for different combinations of the
luminance and color of the pattern components. The following were obtained. (1) Increase in the
luminance of the inducing pattern and/or the color difference between the cross and the inducing
pattern raised the proportion of “see” responses for color spreading. This implies that luminance
and color signals additively contribute to the generation of the color spreading, but in different
ways. (2) The “iso-spreading contours” for the generation of color spreading were determined on
the two-dimensional isoluminant plane composed of the L-M and S-(L+M) axes. The contours were
approximately described by rotated quadratic or ellipse functions. The additive interaction within
the chromatic systems [the L-M system and the S-(L+M) system] was less significant than that
across the luminance and chromatic systems. (3) The pattern of the experimental results could not
be explained straightforwardly by existing models. Copyright 01996 Elsevier Science Ltd
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INTRODUCTION
Many psychophysical studies support the concept of
separate systems for the processing of color and
luminance. For the functional separation of luminance
and chromatic systems, double-duty responses of the
LGN P-cells must be decomposed at the cortical level
[see Kingdom & Mullen (1995) for a review]. In the
spatial domain, this separation produces systems with
different characteristics: a luminance system having
higher spatial resolution and chromatic systems having
lower resolutions [e.g. Livingstone & Hubel (1987);
Kingdom & Mullen (1995)].
The difference in spatial resolution between the
luminance and chromatic systems raises an interesting
question—theso-called “bindingproblem” of luminance
and color. For a fine colored pattern, at least three
separate neural images may be formed: one is a sharp
image produced by the luminance system and the others
are somewhatblurred images produced by the chromatic
systems, i.e. the red–green and the yellow–blue oppo-
nent-color systems. How are the separate neural images
integrated into a perceptually unified image? This is the
problem which the present study addresses. In order to
elucidate the binding process of the luminance and
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chromatic images in form perception, we analyzed the
visual phenomenon of neon color effect, which is
considered to occur when the binding process does not
work successfullyto form a unified image.
Neon color effect is observed when colored cross
patternsare insertedto connect the arms of the Ehrenstein
pattern (Redies& Spillmann,1981).Color spreadsout of
the inserted colored cross patterns and appears to “fill-
in” the illusory circular area. Noteworthy here is strong
dependencyof the color spreadingon the presence of the
Ehrenstein pattern [Fig. l(b)]. When the central cross is
presented in isolationas shown in Fig. l(a), the spread of
color is not distinct. On the other hand, when the cross is
embeddedin the Ehrensteinpattern as shownin Fig. l(c),
the spread of color is notably distinct.This suggeststhat,
in the absence of the Ehrenstein pattern, the binding
process may be operative to demarcate the blurred
chromatic images of the central cross. Grossberg and his
colleague (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Grossberg,
1987) have proposed a model for the binding process,
in which the signalsprocessedby the “boundary contour
system” prevent the spreading of the color-brightness
signals processed by the “feature contour system”. The
color spreading is ascribed to the failure of spread-
prevention-operationat the boundary of the cross; if the
Ehrenstein pattern is absent, the spread of color is not
distinctbecause the boundarysignalsof the cross prevent
the color from spreading out; if the Ehrenstein pattern is
present, the color spreads out distinctly because the
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FIGURE1. (a) Twocrossespresentedin isolationdo not produceany colorspreading.(b) Inducingpattern (Ehrensteinpattern).
(c) Stimulusconfigurationwhich inducesneoncolor effect (Redies-Spillmannpattern). Twocrosses are inserted to connect the
gaps of the inducingpattern. Color spreads out from the pattern of the crosses.
boundarysignalsare inhibitedby the boundarysignalsof
the Ehrenstein pattern. Gregory (1977) has proposed a
similar model in which the luminance boundaries cause
the “border-locking” to constrain the spread of color.
There is a string of phenomenal findings suggesting
that the luminance signals are essential as the cue for
spread-prevention-operation; high contrast luminance
edges capture and contain blobs of color even when the
color does not fall perfectly within the luminanceedges;
blurring the luminance componentsof a colored pattern
results in the degradationof the apparentsharpnessof the
pattern, while blurring the chromatic componentsof the
pattern does not lose the apparent sharpness (Wa~dell,
1995); a luminance gap effectively prevents chromatic
diffusion or “melting” across two touched isoluminant
colored fields (Boynton et al., 1977; Eskew & Boynton,
1987). It seems natural to believe that the visual system
may use luminance boundaries for help in localizing
chromatic images, since luminance signals dominate in
terms of resolution. On the other hand, there is some
evidence indicating that the chromatic signals are also
important as cues for spread-prevention-operation.An
isoluminantred or white gap as well as a luminancegap
prevents the melting across the yellow and violet fields
(Eskew, 1989). This leads us to ask how the luminance
and/orchromaticsignalsat the boundarycontributeto the
binding process of luminance and chromatic images
through the spread-prevention-or border-locking-oper-
ation.
Previous studies in neon color spreading have shown
that, in the luminance domain, contrast relation between
the patternsis an importantcue for the occurrenceand the
perceived strength(van Tuijl & de Weert, 1979;Ejima et
al., 1984).However, the effects of the color cue have not
been extensivelyinvestigatedyet. In the present study, a
series of experiments were carried out to explore the
effects of the luminanceand color cues (contrast relation
between the patterns),and their interactionfor generating
color spreading. An important finding is that the
luminance and color cues additively contribute to the
generation of color spreading. The additive effect of
different cues in the generation of color spreading
supports the concept that luminance and color signals
synergistically contribute to the spread-prevention-
operation.
METHODS
Stimulus
Figure l(c) showsthe stimulusconfigurationemployed
in the present experiments. The stimulus consisted of
cross patterns [Fig. l(a)] and an inducing Ehrenstein
pattern [Fig. l(b)]. The line width of the cross and the
inducing pattern was 3 min of visual angle. The line
lengthsof the cross and the inducingpattern were 25 and
50 rein, respectively. These patterns were presented by
being embedded in a square background field of
10.7x 8.0 deg. The stimulus was viewed binocularly at
a distance of 118cm.
The stimulus was specified in terms of the cardinal
color space, consistingof the luminance (L+M), and the
color opponent L-M and S–(L+M) axes. Along the
luminance axis, the excitations of the long-wavelength-
sensitive(L) and middle-wavelength-sensitive(M) cones
are summed.Along the L–M axis, the relativeexcitations
of the L and M cones vary so as to leave their sum
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constant.Along the73-(L+M)axis,only the excitationsof
the short-wavelength-sensitive(S) conesvary. It is shown
that the L-M and S-(L+M) axes reflect the chromatic
properties of the single-opponentcells at the subcortical
stage (Derrington et al., 1984), and therefore the color
space has an advantage that colors are specifiedin terms
of physiologicalmechanisms.The plane composedof the
L–M and S-(L+M) axes is essentially the same as the
MacLeod–Boynton chromaticity diagram (MacLeod &
Boynton, 1979).The L–M and S–(L+M) axes are related
to the scaled r and b axes of the MacLeod–Boynton
diagram, respectively.To generate a stimulus,the CIE x,
y chromaticity coordinates of the stimuli are calculated
from the MacLeod–Boynton chromaticity coordinates
using the cone spectralsensitivitiesof Smith and Pokorny
(1975) and Judd’s modificationof the x, y chromaticities
(Vos, 1978) by the method of Lucassen and Walraven
(1993).
To assess the effects of the luminance and color cues
independently,and to examine the interactionsbetween
them, we, for each observer, calibrated the luminanceby
the heterochromatic flicker photometry (HFP), and
resealed the luminance and chromatic axes by the
discrimination thresholds. The methods of HFP and
discrimination measurements in detail are described in
the Appendix.The HFP measurementenabledus to make
the equiluminant stimuli for five colors (pink, green,
yellow,violet, and white shown in Fig. 2), and to specify
the isoluminant plane. The luminance discrimination
threshold was determined from the white along the
luminance axis, and the chromaticdiscriminationthresh-
olds were determinedfrom the white along the L–M and
S–(L+M) axes on the isoluminant plane. The measure-
mentswere made for the stimuliwith the same spatialand
temporal profile as those of the inducing pattern. The
luminance, L–M and S-(L+M) axes were described in
terms of multiplesof the thresholdsalong the three axes.
The chromaticity of the inducing pattern was varied
along the L–M, S–(L+M) or the intermediate axis. The
background was either white (in Experiments 1 and 2),
green or red (in Experiment3). The chromaticitiesof the
cross are shown in the MacLeod–Boyntondiagram [Fig.
2(a)] and in the 1931 CIE (x, y) chromaticity diagram
[Fig. 2(b)]. We defined a white point as (0.310,0.317)in
CIEx,y chromaticity,which correspondsto (rW= 0.6565,
bw=0.0252) in the MacLeod–Boynton diagram [note
that choice of the scale of the b-axisrelative to the r--axis
is arbitrary (MacLeod & Boynton, 1979)].The chroma-
ticity of a stimulus was expressed as the difference
between the MacLeod–Boyntonchromaticitycoordinates
of the stimulus and those of the white point, normalized
by the discriminationthresholds for each observer. The
lines through the white point in these diagrams are the
L–M and S--(L+M) axes. On the L–M axis, positive
values (the colors rightward from the white point in the
MacLeod–Boyntondiagram)denoteperceptuallyreddish
colors, and negative (those leftward) denote greenish
colors. On the S-axis, positive (the colors upward from
the white point in the MacLeod–Boynton diagram)
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FIGURE 2. Chromaticities of the crosses plotted in the MacLeod–
Boynton chromaticity diagram (a) and in the 1931 CIE x, y
chromaticity diagram (b). In both diagrams, the intersecting straight
lines correspondto the L–M axis and S-(L+M) axis. The two axes go
throughthe white point.The whitepoint is (0.656,0.025)in MacLeod–
Boynton r, b coordinates, and (0.310, 0.317) in the CIE x, y
coordinates. On the L-M axis, the colors rightward from the white
point in the MacLeod–Boyntondiagram denote perceptually reddish
colors, and those leftward denote greenish colors. On the S–(L+M)
axis, the colors upward denote violet colors and those downward
denote yellowish colors. Q, Chromaticities of the cross used in this
study. Color names are given to simply refer to the specific
chromaticities and are not taken as accurate descriptions of the
appearame of the stimuli. The phosphorlimits are shownas the dotted
lines.
denote violet colors and negative (those downward)
denoteyellowishcolors.Colornames are given to refer to
the individual chromaticities of the crosses. The lumi-
nance of the cross and the backgroundwere fixed,at26.0
and 8.3 cdlm2, respectively. The luminance of the
inducingpattern was varied in Experiment 1, while fixed
at 26.0 cd/m2in Experiments 2 and 3.
Procedure
The effects of the luminanceand color of the stimulus
components(cross, inducingpattern and background)on
color spreadingwere measured by a method of constant
stimuli. In a given experimental session, the luminance
and color of the crosswere kept constant.The luminance
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and color of the inducingpatternwere varied from trial to
trial. The color of the cross and backgroundwere varied
between the sessions.
In order to exclude the possible contamination of
responsebias owing to the chromaticaberration,we used
a reference stimulus in which the cross and the inducing
pattern had the same luminance and chromaticity,
composing a colored lattice pattern. The reference
stimulus did not produce color spreading. The test
stimulus, which consists of the cross and the variable
inducing pattern, was presented after the presentationof
the referencestimulus.The observerswere askedto make
a binary decisionwhether the colorof the cross spreadsor
not in the test stimuluson the basis of the observationsof
the reference stimulus. This procedure helped the
observersdistinguishthe blur of the cross caused by the
chromatic aberration from the color spreading phenom-
enon.The observerswere instructedto concentrateon the
occurrenceof color spreading,irrespectiveof the creation
of the tingedfeatures such as transparencyor the shapeof
the spread region. This criterion means that we were
concerned with the near-threshold performance of the
color spreading effect in the limited luminance range of
the stimuli. It is suggested that, in the range tested, the
spreading is a diffuse one (Watanabe & Sate, 1989),
which may belong to the phenomena called local
spreading (Takeichi et al., 1992) or neon flank (Redies
et al., 1984).
The measurements were started after dark adaptation
for 3 min and adaptation for 3 min to a uniform
background field of 8.3 cd/m2. On each trial, the
reference stimulus was exposed for 500 msec, followed
by a 1 sec exposure of the uniform field, and the test
stimulus was exposed for 500 msec. For each stimulus
condition, the measurementswere repeated 24 times.
Apparatus
The stimuluswas presented on a 60 Hz non-interlaced
MitsubishiRD-17S high resolutioncolor monitor,driven
by a Videotron IM-9800Mframebuffer, which has 8 bit
outputresolutionsfor the intensitiesof the red, green, and
blue guns.The 640 x 480 pixeldisplaysubtendeda visual
angle of 10.7x 8.0 deg at the observer’s eye. Chromati-
cities of the three phosphorswere measuredwith a Photo
Research Spectra Pritchard photometer: the CIE coordi-
nates were x = 0.622 and y = 0.302 for the red, x = 0.280
and y = 0.605 for the green, and x = 0.151 and y = 0.065
for the blue. The luminance was measured with a
TOPCON luminance calorimeter. The luminance and
chromaticity of the stimulus were controlled by a
computer program which calculates the required lumi-
nance levels for each of the red, green and blue guns
(Lucassen & Walraven, 1993).
In Experiments 2 and 3, in which accurate controls of
luminance and chromaticity were indispensable for the
isoluminantconditions,the stimuluswas generatedusing
a handmade video attenuator (Pelli & Zhang, 1991),
which combines the outputs from two DACS of the
Videotron IM-9800M and a Videotron AD-981. This
equipmentallowed intensitiesof the red, green, and blue
guns to be specifiedwith an accuracy of 10 bitslgun.
Observers
The two authorsserved as observers,both with normal
color vision as ascertained by Ishihara pseudoisochro-
matic plates, the Farnsworth Munsell 100 hue test, and
Nagel anomaloscope. The observers were corrected to
normal acuity with spectacle lenses. By the time of data
collection both observers were well experienced in the
experimentalprocedures.
EXPERIMENT1: COMBINEDEFFECTS OF THE
LUMINANCEAND COLOR CUES ON THE COLOR
SPREADING
The first experiment was designed to examine the
effects of the luminance and color variables of the
stimulus components on color spreading. The psycho-
metric functionsfor the occurrenceof the color spreading
were obtained by varying the luminance of the inducing
pattern with the color as a parameter.
Three colors of the cross were used: green; white; and
pink; which had values of – 10.8, 0.0, and 10.8
(multiples of the discrimination threshold) on the L-M
axis for observer NG, and – 11.1, 0.0, and 11.1 for YE
[see Fig. 2(a)]. The green and pink were chosen so that
their loci lie symmetricallywith respect to the white point
on the L–M axis. The luminanceof the crosswas fixed at
26.0 cd/m2.The color of the background was white (0.0
on the L-M axis). In an experimental session, the
chromaticityof the inducingpattern was varied along the
L–M axis, and the luminanceof the inducingpattern was
varied between 22.1 and 29.9 cd/m2 in log steps. Eight
colors for the green and pink crosses or 11 colors for the
white cross, and 14 luminance conditions were em-
ployed, which were determined from the results of
preliminary experiments. The chromaticity of the cross
was kept constantin a session,but varied across sessions.
Results and discussion
Dependency of the color spreading on the luminance
relation. Figure 3(a) shows the results for the combina-
tion of the green cross and the green–white inducing
patterns for the two observers;the upper panel shows the
data for observerNG, and the lower for observerYE. In
the panels, the proportion of “see” responses (P,..) is
plotted against the luminanceof the inducingpattern (Li)
calibrated for each observer. Different symbols denote
FIGURE3. Psychometricfunctions for the occurrence of the color spreading as a function of the luminance of the inducing
pattern with the color as a parameter.The diagramin the inset representsthe color of the inducingpattern (condition04). Each
symbolin the diagramcorrespondsto the data symhol.The smoothcurves showthe best fittingcurves. (a) Results for the green
cross and the green–whiteinducingpatterns. (b) Results for the pinkcross and the pink–whiteinducingpatterns. (c) Results for
the white cross and the reddish inducingpatterns. (d) Results for the white cross and the greenish inducingpatterns.
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FIGURE4. Estimatedluminancethresholdof the inducingpattern plottedagainst the chromaticityof the inducingpattern along
the L-M axis. The ordinate and abscissa represent the luminancethresholdand the chromaticityof the inducingpattern, which
are normalizedwith the discriminationthresholdsfrom the white along the luminance and L–M axis unity, respectively. Both
are in a linear scale. The different symbolsdenote the results for the different colors of the cross: l, the green cross; 0, the
white cross; and A, the pink cross. The chromaticity of each cross is denoted by a vertical dotted line with an arrow. The
luminance of the cross is representedby a horizontal dotted line.
the results for the inducingpatternswith differentcolors.
The colorsof the inducingpattern are shownin the insets,
where the color conditionsare plotted on the L–M axis.
Each color conditionis also denotedby number;the same
color as that of the cross is denoted by number O.It is
clearly shown in Fig. 3(a) that when the luminanceof the
inducingpattern increases,thePs.e increases,showingan
S-shapedfunction.A most salientfeature of the results is
that the location of the PSeevs Li functions along the
horizontal axis depends on the color of the inducing
pattern: the function shifts toward the left with varying
the color of the inducingpattern from the crosscolor, that
is increasing color difference between the inducing
pattern and cross. This means that, for the cross with a
fixed luminance and color, increase in the color
difference enhances the generation of color spreading.
This feature is commonlyobservedfor the two observers,
but, in detail, there are some individualdifferences:when
the color of the inducing pattern is very similar to or the
same as the cross color (color condition 1 or O),the P,.e
for YE increases slightly or remains at zero even at the
highest luminance employed, but the P,ee for NG
increases up to 1.0; the PSeevs Li functions for NG are
steeper than for YE; the shift of the function with
increasingcolor difference for YE is larger than for NG.
Figure 3(b) shows the results for the pink cross, and Fig.
3(c) and (d) for the white cross. The general tendency in
these figuresis the same as that obtainedfor the Fig. 3(a).
Noteworthy is that, for the white cross, the P,ee for NG
for the color conditionsOincreases up to about 1.0. This
means that NG observed achromatic spreading because
all the stimulus components are white. In this case, NG
reported that he observed mixture of the cross shape and
the ambiguous color spreading of white, which was
brighter than the background.
Previous studies have shown that the occurrence of
neon color spreading depends on the luminance relation
between the inducingpattern and cross. Furthermore,it is
suggested that the effect of such a luminance cue is
affected by the color combinationof the patterns. When
the inducing pattern is the same color as the cross color
(isochromaticpattern), the neon effect occursonly for the
inducing pattern brighter than the cross on the dark
background (van Tuijl & de Weert, 1979). When the
inducing pattern differs in color from the cross (hetero-
chromatic pattern), the color spreading occurs even for
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the slightly darker inducingpattern than the cross on the
dark background (Ejima et al., 1984;Watanabe & Sate,
1989). In the present experiments, the effects of the
luminanceand chromaticityrelationsbetween the pattern
components on the near-threshold performance of the
color spreading are assessed systematically.Our finding
confirms that the color difference between the pattern
componentsenhances the contributionsof the luminance
cue to the occurrence of the color spreading. Further-
more, as the color difference is increased, the magnitude
of such enhancement increases.
Interrelationbetween the luminanceand color signals
in generationof the color spreading.In order to quantify
the effect of the color difference,the luminancethreshold
of the inducing pattern for the occurrence of t~e color
spreading was estimated for each color condition by
using the logistic function:
P,.. = 1/[1+ exP–b(Li – a)]
where the parametersa and b are the constantsrelated to
the shift of the functionalong the horizontalaxis, and the
steepness of the function, respectively. The fitting was
made by the method of least squares. Preliminary
analysis showed that, parameter a strongly depended on
the color of the inducingpattern,whereasparameterb did
not show a systematicdependencywhen the color of the
inducingpattern was varied from the cross color to either
of the color directions of red or green. From these
features, the data were fitted by the function with a
constant steepness parameter and the effect of the color
difference was described as the magnitude of the shift.
The continuous curves in Fig. 3 show the best fitting
functions obtained.
By using the fitted functions, we estimated the
luminance threshold of the inducing pattern (yielding
50% “see” responses)for each color condition.Figure 4
shows the interrelationbetween the luminance threshold
and the color differencebetween the inducingpattern and
the cross. The upper panel is for NG, and the lower for
YE. The ordinate represents the luminance threshold of
the inducing pattern, and the abscissa represents the
chromaticityof the inducingpattern (Ci),both in a linear
scale. The vertical dotted lines with arrows denote the
chromaticitiesof the cross (CC),and the horizontaldotted
line denotes the luminance of the cross. It is clear from
Fig. 4 that as the color difference (Ci– CCin absolute
terms) between the inducing pattern and the cross is
increased, the luminance threshold decreases rapidly
from the maximum at 0.0 color difference for NG (near
0.0 for YE), then gradually, and appears to level off. It
should be noted that the color cue is effective whenever
the color of the inducing pattern differs from that of the
color irrespective of the “direction” of the color
difference.On the other hand, the effect of the luminance
cue is specificto the “direction” of the luminancechange
of the inducing pattern: as shown in Fig. 3, when the
luminanceof the inducingpattern is decreased from that
of the cross, the color spreading is reduced; when the
luminance of the inducing pattern is increased from that
of the cross, the color spreading is enhanced. Thus, it is
the amountof luminancecontrast of the inducing pattern
relative to the backgroundthat matters for the luminance
cue. These patterns of results indicate that the effect of
the color cue and that of the luminance cue are not of
equal quality. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows that the effects
of the color cue and luminance cue are not in trade-off
relation. The magnitude of the effect of the color cue
levels off at the small color difference and does not
increase with a further increase in color difference. This
implies that, even if the color difference is large, the
effect of color cue does not take over the effect of the
luminancecue. It is suggestedthat the effect owing to the
luminancesignalsand that owing to the color signals are
mediated by mechanisms different.
EXPERIMENT2: LINKAGE BETWEEN TWO-
OPPONENT-COLORSYSTEMS
The second experiment was designed to explore the
effects of the color cues on an isoluminantplane, and to
assess the interaction between the two-opponent-color
signals in generation of color spreading. Two kinds of
opponent-colorprocesses,i.e. the red–greenL–M process
and yellow–blue S–(L+M) process are identified in the
retina-subcorticalpathway. Within this framework, the
color difference between the two stimuli, CD, is
expressed as CD = f (CDLM,CDS), where f represents
a function and the CDLM and CDs are the color
differences along the L–M and S-(L+M) axes, respec-
tively. In Experiment 2, the color of the inducingpattern
was varied two-dimensionallyon an isoluminant plane.
The luminanceof the inducingpattern remained constant
at the same luminance as that of the cross. Varying the
color of the inducing pattern along the L-M, S-(L+M),
and the intermediate axes, the thresholds of the color
difference required for occurrence of the color spreading
were measured. Six colors of the cross were used; green;
white; pink; yellow; violet; and orange. For each cross,
the measurementswere made for at least 35 colors of the
inducing pattern (eight or five color directionsx at least
six colors along each direction). The color of the
background was white. Based on the empirical data, we
examined the contributions of the L–M and S-(L+M)
color signals and their interaction in the generation of
color spreading.
Results and discussion
Dependency of the color spreading on the color
difference. Figure 5 shows the results for the chromati-
cities along the L–M axis of the inducing pattern. The
results are shown for the three colors of the cross (green,
white, and pink). Figure 5(a) is for NG, and Fig. 5(b) for
YE. In each panel, the ordinate representsthe proportion
of “see” responses(P,..), and the abscissarepresents the
chromaticity of the inducing pattern (Ci) on the L–M
axis. Different symbols denote the data for the crosses
with different colors: squares for the green cross, circles
for the white cross, and triangles for the pink cross. The
vertical dotted lines with an arrow denote the chromati-
cities of the cross.When the chromaticityof the inducing
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FIGURE 5. Proportion of “see” responses against the chromaticity of the inducing pattern along the L–M axis. The results
obtainedfor three colors of the cross, which are representedby different symbols: q, the green cross; l, the white cross; and
& the pink cross. The color of each cross is denotedby a dotted line with an arrow on the abscissa.
pattern is the same as the cross chromaticity, the P,.. is
0.0, that is, the color spreading is not observed. As the
inducing pattern differs in chromaticity from the cross,
thePS.. increases.The resultingP,e. vs Cifunctionshows
a U-shaped function with a trough at which the
chromaticityof the inducingpattern is the same as cross
chromaticity. The function can be specified in terms of
valueof the colordifferencebetweenthe inducingpattern
and the crosswhich is required to cause the 50$%of “see”
response (threshold-color-difference).~~’@ÞÔV@ËcGBƒ®[À•ÒK•eFor the white
cross, two values of the threshold-color-differencesare
small and almost the same. On the other hand, for the
green and pink crosses,two valuesof the threshold-color-
differencesare quitedifferent.The value for the inducing
pattern with less saturated color than the cross is smaller
than the value for the more saturated inducingcolor. It is
clear that the threshold-color-differenceis small for color
combination of the desaturated inducing pattern and the
saturated (and desaturated) cross, but is large for color
combinationof the saturated two stimuli.
Figure 6 shows the results for the chromaticitiesalong
the S--(L+M)axis of the inducingpattern. The results are
shownfor the three colorsof the cross (yellow,white, and
violet). The p~~~is plotted against the chromaticityof the
inducingpattern along the S–(L+M) axis; squaresdenote
the data for the yellow cross, circles for the white cross,
and triangles for the violet cross. The other graphic
conventionsare the same as in Fig. 5. For the conditionof
the yellow cross, the measurements for the inducing
pattern with more saturated yellow colors were not
carried out because of the constraintsof equipment.The
resultant functions are quite different from those of Fig.
5. All the functions are asymmetric with respect to the
vertical dotted lines denoting the cross chromaticities.
When the chromaticity of the inducing pattern is varied
from the cross chromaticity toward more yellowish or
less bluish light (i.e. to the left), thePS.erapidly increases
in a similar manner to that shown in Fig. 5. On the other
hand, when the chromaticity of the inducing pattern is
varied from the cross chromaticity toward more bluish
light (i.e. to the right), the P,ee vs Ci function changes
with change in cross chromaticity; for the yellow cross,
theP,.e increasesrapidly;for the white cross, the Pseefor
YE gradually increases, or the P,.. for NG does not
significantlyincrease;for the violet cross, theP,.. for YE
increases more gradually, or the P,ee for NG does not
significantlyincrease. These features are specified from
two viewpoints.One is the asymmetric interactionof the
inducingpattern and the cross. The color spreadingfrom
the cross may be caused effectively by the more
yellowish or less bluish inducing pattern, but not by the
more bluish or less yellowish one. The other is the
nonlinear relationship between the difference in S cone
excitationsand the perceivedcolor difference.It has been
shown that the thresholds for discriminationsalong the
S–(L+M)axis are greater in theblue–violetregion than in
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the yellow region, where the S cones are only weakly
excited (Boynton & Kambe, 1980; Krauskopf &
Gegenfurtner, 1992). Therefore, equal differences along
the S--(L+M) axis are less noticeable at the positive
region (even if the axis is resealed).
Additivity of the L–M and S–(L+M) signals. Figure 7
showsthe ‘Ciso-spreadingcontours” of 5090responsesfor
all the crosses plotted on the two-dimensional isolumi-
nant plane.The iso-spreadingcontourswere derivedfrom
the empirical data by fitting the logistic function to the
P,.e vs Cidata for each color direction,and estimatingthe
color difference required to cause 5090 responses. The
symbol x represents the cross chromaticity. The other
symbols denote the loci of the thresholds for different
colors of the cross. The plotting of the iso-spreading
contours summarizes the characteristicsof the contribu-
tion of the color differences mentioned above; on the
L–M axis, the threshold-color-difference is large for
combinationof the saturated cross and inducingpattern;
the color difference toward the positive direction along
S--(L+M) axis are less or not effective for generating
color spreading.In addition,in most cases, the threshold-
color-differences along S<L+M) axis are larger than
those along the L–M axis.
On one hand, the iso-spreadingcontoursare considered
to indicate the additive property of the two-opponent
color signals. When one focuses on Fig. 7 in detail, the
shapes of the iso-spreading contours are quadratic or
ellipses directed to the left with respect to the S–(L+M)
axis. That is, the equi-responseloci on the intermediate
directionsare in some cases further away from the color
of the cross than the loci on the L-M and S–(L+M) axis.
Such a pattern of the results may be interpreted in three
ways. The first is that the present results may be related
simply to the rotation of the individual S–(L+M) axis
relative to the nominal MacLeod–Boynton axes. Smith
and Pokorny (1995) have shown that the rotations of the
individual axes are ascribed to factors such as the
individualvariations in the property of inert pigment and
cone photopigmentspectral sensitivity.The forms of the
threshold-contour-curvesshown in Fig. 7 may reflect the
rotation of the L–M and S–(L+M) axes due to such
individual variabilities. This supposition may indicate
that the additivityof the L–M and S–(L+M) signals is not
effective.
The secondpossibilityis that S conesmay contributeto
red/green mechanisms,as predicted by classical models.
This is not consistent with the “cardinal axes” dogma,
but there is a lot of classical and recent evidence in favor
of it [e.g. Eskew & Kortick (1994)]. Considering the S
cone response nonlinearity,the S cone contributionmay
be silent for the threshold level of color difference but
may become large for the large color difference.The idea
would be that the iso-spreading contours represent the
envelopeof two mechanisms,a red/green one (with an S
input) that is responsible for most of the data, and a
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FIGURE7. The “iso-spreadingcontours” of 50% responsesfor the six colors of the cross on the isohrminantplane, which are
estimated for all color conditionscarried out in Experiment2. The “x” symbolsrepresent the color of the cross. The loci of the
chromaticityof the inducingpattern required to obtain the equi-responseof sf)~oare depicted on the L–M, S–(L+M),and the
intermediateaxes throughthe chromaticityof the cross. Differentsymbolsdenotethe results for the differentcolors of the cross:
q, the green cross; Q, the whitecross; A, the pinkcross; o, the yellowcross; n, the violet cross; and A, the orangecross. The
phosphorlimits are shown as the dotted lines.
yellow/blueone that is probably only responsiblefor the
points on the S-axis.
The third is that the colordifferencesignalsof the L–M
and S–(L+M) are pooled for some color directions [e.g.
the direction for increasing L–M and S-(L+M) signals],
but not for the other color directions. This interaction
may resemble that in the color discrimination [e.g.
Boynton& Kambe (1980)].As for the patternof the color
discrimination ellipses elongated along an intermediate
direction, Krauskopf and Gegenfurtner (1992) suggest
that one possiblephysiologicalbasis is the multiplecolor
mechanisms (selective to the color directions) at the
higherorderneural site (Krauskopfetal., 1986;Lennieet
al., 1990; Komatsu et al., 1992; Webster & Mellon,
1994). According to the supposition, the effects of the
color difference along the intermediate directions may
depend on the property of the multiple mechanisms,but
not be predicted by the signals decomposed into the
CDL~ and CDS.
It is unclear at present whether the present empirical
resultscan be explainedby any of the three mechanisms
mentioned above. However, at least, the additive
propertyof the two-opponentcolor difference signals in
generationof the color spreadingis different from that of
the luminance signals and color difference signals
observed in Experiment 1; the contributionof color (L-
M) to luminance is marked for small color difference
signals,while the color (L–M)-color (S–[L+M]) interac-
tion is, at most, subadditive.It follows that, in generation
of color spreading,the poolingof the two opponent-color
signalsmay take place at a different site from the site of
the pooling of the luminance and color signals.
EXPERIMENT3: THE EFFECT OF THE COLOR OF
THE ADAPTING BACKGROUND
Figure 5 shows that threshold-color-difference for
color spreading is small for combinations of the
desaturated inducing pattern and the saturated (and
desaturated) cross, but is large for combinations of the
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FIGURE8. Schematicrepresentationof the hypothesisto explain Fig.
5 by a compressiveresponse function.The abscissa denotes the color
signal of a stimulus for the adapting background, defined as
(chrornaticity of a stimulus–chromaticity of the adapting back-
ground). The CC represents the color signal of the cross on the
background. The Cio,Cil and Ci2 represent the color signals of the
inducing patterns. The CDO, CDI and CD2 represent the color
differences required to invoke the threshold of response difference
for the occurrence of the color spreading. Due to the compressive
shape of the function, it should be CD2>CD1ZCD0.
two saturated stimuli. This dependencyof the threshold-
color-differenceon the saturation of the stimuli may be
ascribed to the compressive nonlinearity against the
chromaticity of the stimuli. Assume that the response of
the mechanism responsible for color spreading is a
compressivefunction of the color signalsof the stimulus
(see Fig. 8), and that color spreading is yielded by a
differencebetween the responsesfor the inducingpattern
and the cross. Here, the color signal is assumed to be
defined by the chromaticity difference of the stimulus
from the background. This hypothesis may account for
the dependency of the threshold-color-difference on
saturation in the following way. In Fig. 8, the CCand
the Cil (or Ciz)representthe color signalof the cross, and
that of the inducingpatterns, respectively.The difference
between the response for CCand the response for Cil or
Ciz, if above threshold, might cause color spreading. In
the linear portion of the function, the threshold-color-
difference which is required to cause color spreading
might remain constant at a small value. In the nonlinear
portion of the function, on the other hand, the threshold-
color-difference increases with the increase in the color
signalsof the cross.The green and pink crossesemployed
in the present experimentsmay invokethe responsesnear
the transition point from the linear to the compressive
portion of the response. Thus, when the color of the
inducing pattern (Cil) is less saturated than that of the
cross (CC),the threshold-color-difference(CD1)is similar
to the value for the white cross (CDO);when the color of
the inducing pattern (Ciz) is more saturated than that of
the cross, the threshold-color-difference(CD2)is large.
To test the validity of our hypothesis,we examinedthe
effect of the colored adapting background on the
occurrence of color spreading. The adaptation to
chromatic background is one of the methods to control
the neutral point of the response function. Under the
white background, the response may be neutral at the
white and increasewith saturationof the color. Under the
chromaticbackground,the responsefunctionmay shift so
that the background color corresponds to the neutral
point. It shouldbe mentionedhere that the color signal is
defined by the difference between the chromaticities of
the stimulus and the background.
In Experiment3, for two colors (green and pink) of the
background, the proportion of “see” responses for the
occurrence of color spreading was determined as a
functionof the color signalof the inducingpattern.Three
colors of the cross (green, white, and pink) were used.
The colors of the cross and the inducingpattern were the
same as in Experiment 2, except that the color of the
inducing pattern was varied only along the L–M axis.
Results and discussion
Figure 9 shows the results for the green background
[Fig. 9(a)] and pink background [Fig. 9(b)]; the upper
panels show the results for NG, and the lower panels for
YE. The graphicconventionsare the same as in Fig. 5. In
the figures, the threshold-color-differencesare shown by
solid lines with numbers. Comparing these threshold-
color-differenceswith each other leads to the following
two conclusions. First, in Fig. 9(a), the two threshold-
color-differences O and 1 in the portion of small color
signals are almost the same, and smaller than the
threshold-color-difference2 in the portion of the large
color signals. Second, in Fig. 9(b), the two threshold-
color-differencesOand 1 are almost the same or slightly
increase in order, and are smaller than the threshold-
color-difference 2. These patterns of results are com-
monly clear for the two observers and quite similar to
thoseobtainedfor the white background,as shown in Fig.
5. This finding lends support to the hypothesis that the
response of the mechanismresponsiblefor color spread-
ing is a compressive function of the color signals of the
stimulus, and that color spreading is yielded by the
differencebetween the responsesfor the inducingpattern
and the cross.
The hypothesized compressive nonlinearity may be
consistentwith the natureof the chromaticdiscrimination
data [e.g. Cole et al. (1990), Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner
(1992)]. It has been shown that, for chromatic discrimi-
nation, the threshold to discriminate from desaturated
color is small, while that to discriminate from the
saturated color is large. That is, the threshold becomes
large with increasing the saturation of the color from
which the discriminationis measured. This feature may
be well accountedfor by the hypotheticalfunctionshown
in Fig. 8. It should be mentioned here that, although the
chromatic discrimination has been known to show
symmetrical thresholdswith respect to the chromaticity
from which discriminationis measured, our data showed
asymmetrical threshold-color-differencesfor the satu-
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rated cross. This may be because the color difference
required to generate color spread is larger than that
required to discriminatecolor.
GENERALDISCUSSION
Why color difference between pattern components
enhances the color spreading?
The present study, analyzing the near-threshold
performances for neon color effect, shows that the color
difference between the cross and the inducing pattern
enhances the occurrence of color spreading. Such an
effect of the colorcue has alreadybeen reportedby Ejima
et al. (1984). They used a stimuluspattern, in which the
wavelengths of the inducing Ehrenstein pattern and the
cross were independently varied from 460 to 680 nm.
They showedthat,when chromaticline patternsare used,
a just noticeableeffect requires the illuminance ratios of
c1 for wavelengths of the crosses eliciting weaker
effects, while the illuminance ratios required for a just
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noticeable effect are >1 for wavelengths of the crosses
eliciting stronger effects. Grossberg (1987) and Bressan
(1995) have analyzed the data of the wavelength
dependency of the threshold and perceived strength of
the neon color spreadingreportedby Ejima et al. (1984).
Both of their interpretationsare based on the opponent-
color theory. In the present paper, we investigated
systematicallythe effect of the color cue with or without
the luminance cue using the physiologicallycorrelated
color space. Here we assess whether the models of
Grossberg and Bressan can be applied to the experi-
mental results.
Explanation by the color inductionmodel
It is suggested that color induction contributes to the
strength and possibly the occurrence of color spreading.
Kaihara et al. (1994) have pointed out that color
induction makes it difficult to see color spreading,
particularlywhen the cross and the inducingpattern have
the same or similar color. Bressan (1995) has proposed
the model in terms of the color induction to explain the
data by Ejima et al. (1984) concerning the “strength” of
color spreadingfor the variouswavelengthcombinations
of the inducing Ehrenstein pattern and the cross. The
model assumes:
1. The saturation (purity) of the cross with respect to
the background is positively correlated to the
strength of spread signals and to the strength of
neon color effect;
2. The Ehrenstein pattern induces the complementary
color in the region of the cross, and the induced
color is mixed with the color of the cross itself.
These assumptions suggest that neon color effect is
strong when the saturation of the crosses is enhanced by
the color induction from the Ehrenstein pattern. This
color inductionmodel accountswell for the dependency
of the strength of color spreading on the wavelength
combinationof the crossand inducingEhrensteinpattern.
For the present results, however, the model fails to
explain why the saturated inducing pattern enhances the
occurrence of color spreading from the less-saturated
cross. According to the model, such an inducing pattern
would weaken the saturationof the cross, resulting in the
reduction of color spreading.This is quite different from
our experimental results that the saturated inducing
pattern enhances the occurrence of color spreadingfrom
the less-saturated cross. The color induction effect may
be essential for the “strength” of the color spreading,
however, it may not be responsiblefor the “occurrence”
of color spreading.
The boundary-inhibition model for triggering color
spreading
The model of Grossberg and his colleague (Grossberg
& Mingolla, 1985; Grossberg, 1987) is the only one
which can quantitativelyhandle some aspectsof the neon
color spreadingphenomena.In the model, two processes
play important roles for the occurrence of color
spreading; one for generating the boundary signals of
the cross, and the other for inhibiting the boundary
signals of the cross. The model postulates that color
spreading is triggered by the inhibition of the boundary
signals of the cross. Although the model has originally
been provided to explain the effect of the luminance cue
on neon color spreadingand otherphenomena,Grossberg
(1987) has advanced their model, in which the boundary
signals are mediated by the mechanisms pooling the
luminance and L–M opponent color signals. This
suggests that the color signals of the pattern components
contributeto the inhibition.The poolingof the luminance
and color signals for the boundary,which Grossberg has
incorporated, is suggested by several studies. Boynton
and his colleagues have shown that the distinctnessof a
border is predicted by the vector sum of the luminance
and color (Kaiser et al., 1971; Frome et al., 1981).
Beyond the distinctnessof a border, the combination of
the luminanceand color has a facilitationeffect (stronger
than predicted by the vector sum model) on the
perception of the segmentation of a figure from the
surround (Sternheim & Penn, 1992), for the perceived
strength of Mach band (Gur & Syrkin, 1993) and for the
localization of a boundary (Rivest & Cavanagh, 1996).
Furthermore, Eskew (1989) showed that melting across
isoluminant yellow–blue border is prevented by the
isoluminantred or white line delineating the border, and
drew the conclusion that chromatic borders as well as
luminanceonescan serve to limit color “spreading”. Our
results agree with the model and these experimental
findingsin that the color signalscontributeto processing
for boundary contour perception.
Even if color signals contribute to processing for the
boundary, however, our results, and also the results of
Ejima et al. (1984), cannot be explained straightfor-
wardly by the model assuming the integration of
luminance and L–M opponent color signals into the
boundary signals [the problem has already been pointed
out by Bressan (1995)]. One difficulty is that the model
assumesa typeof shuntinglateral inhibition,such that the
stronger signals inhibit the weaker signals. This rule
means that color spreadingoccursonly when the strength
of the boundary signalsof the inducingpattern surpasses
that of the cross. In the color domain, if the strength of
boundary signals is determined by the opponent-color
responses,the stimuluswith high color contrastgenerates
greaterboundarysignals than the stimuluswith low color
contrast. Note here that the color contrast against white
background is greater for the stimulus with saturated
colors than for that with desaturatedcolors. This leads to
the prediction that color spreading of the cross would be
generated by a more-saturated inducing pattern, but not
by a less-saturatedinducingpattern.However, Figs 4 and
5 indicatethat color spreadingof the crosses (e.g. pink) is
enhanced not only by the more-saturated inducing
patterns (e.g. red) but also by the less-saturatedinducing
patterns (e.g. white) for the white background. Thus,
revisions of the model or additional assumptions are
needed. Redies and Spillmann (1981) have shown that
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the red and blue crosses which connect each other in a Ejima, Y., Redies, C., Takahashi, S. & Akita, M. (1984). The neon
modified Ehrenstein matrix generate neon color effect color effect in the Ehrenstein pattern: Dependence on wavelength
around each cross retaining its color. This finding also and illuminance. VisionResearch, 24, 1719–1726.Eskew, R. T. Jr (1989). The gap effect revisited: slow changes in
shows the limit of the assumptionof the shuntinglateral chromaticsensitivityas affectedby luminanceand chromatic
inhibition model, because the model predicts that either borders.VisionResearch. 29. 717–729.
of the two red and blue crossesmay inhibit the other and
generate neon color effect only in the other cross. The
disagreement may be mainly because the shunting-type
model is proposed to explain the achromaticneon effect;
when achromatic line patterns are used, luminance
contrast of the Ehrenstein pattern must be larger than
that of the crossesto generatethe neon effect (van Tuijl &
de Weert, 1979).
A possibleidea to explain the present results that color
spreading of the crosses (e.g. pink) is enhanced by the
more-saturated (e.g. red) and also less-saturated (e.g.
white) inducing patterns is to assume that there exist
multiple color-subsystems,each of which is selectively
responsive to signals in a prescribed small range of hue
and saturation(white,pink, red etc). Besides,assumethat
the boundary signals are generated through the sub-
systems whose output signals interact with each other.
The propositionleads to the prediction that the white (or
desaturated) stimulus may invoke the response in the
“white-selective” (or “desaturated-color-selective”)sub-
system. Then, the boundary signals of the white (or
desaturated color) inducing pattern could inhibit the
boundarysignalsof the colored (or saturatedcolor)cross,
resulting in color spreading. In a similar manner, the
boundary signals of the saturated inducing pattern could
generate color spreading from the less-saturated (or
white) cross.
The hypothesis of the multiple color-subsystemscan
be further justified by consideringthe case for the white
(or desaturated)cross. If the color signalsare assumedto
result from the opponent-color responses, the color
signals from the opponent-color systems for the white
crosswould not exist, and thus, there would be no signals
to spread from the cross, This is contradictory to our
results that “white” spreading from the white cross is
generated by the colored inducing pattern. On the other
hand, if the color signalsresult from the putativemultiple
color-subsystems(including the white-selective subsys-
tem), “white signals” would possiblyspread out from the
white cross. This is certainly the case with our results.
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APPENDIX
HFP Setting
The HFP setting was made using the stimulus composed of
horizontally aligned seven square fields of 40x 80 rein, which were
separated 20 min from each other. In each of the square field, a test
stimulus was presented in alternation with the white reference of a
fixedluminance.The luminanceof the test stimuli in the seven square
fields were different. Those were different from the luminance of the
most right square by +4.0, +3.0, +2.5, +2.0, +1.5, +1.0, and 0.0 cd/m2
from the left to the right, respectively.This means that all squareswere
flickering simultaneouslywith different luminance modulationdepth.
The luminanceof the test stimuliwas varied trial to trial while keeping
the relative luminance differences among the squares constant. The
location of the square showing minimum flicker sensation changes
dependingon the luminance of the test. If the luminance of the test in
the center square is higherthan the reference, the minimumflickermay
be observedin the left squares. If the luminanceof the test in the center
square is lower than the reference, the minimumflicker is observedin
the right squares. If the test and reference stimulusin the center square
are in equal luminance, the flicker is minimum in the center square.
This technique allowed the observer to find easily the equiluminant
stimulus equivalent to the luminance of the reference.
The referencewas set at 26.0 cd/m2white. The equiluminantstimuli
were determined for the white reference light and four test stimuli;
pink, green on the L–M axis, yellow and violet on the S-axis shown in
Fig. 2. The backgroundwas white, and the luminancewas the same as
those used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. The stimuli were presented for
4 sec. The temporal frequencywas 15Hz. The observer was asked to
adjust the luminance of the test stimulus so that the central square
showed minimum flicker. In the adjustment, the chromaticity of the
test was kept invariant. Then the luminance of the test in the center
square was defined as the isoluminance to the reference. The
measurements were repeated four times. From the results, the
luminance of the stimulus which was calibrated for individual
observerswas calculated by followingequations:
LUMNO= LUM + (LUM/26.0)–2.66(r – r~) – 19.08(b– bW)
LUMY~= LUM + (LUM/26.0)–3.33(r – r~) + 19.39(b– bw),
where LUM~~and LUMYEare the luminancefor the observerNG and
YE, respectively,LUMis the photometricluminance(r, b) and (r~, b~)
are the MacLeod-Boyntonchromaticitycoordinatesof the stimuli and
the white point, respectively.
DiscriminationExperiment
For the scalingof the L–M,andS–(L+M)axes, the thresholdsfor the
chromatic discrimination from the white were measured for the line
segments with the same line width and length as those composingof
the inducing pattern. The two parallel line segments were presented
horizontallywith the gap of 50 min. The upper line segment was the
reference stimulus and the lower segment was the test stimulus. A
fixationpoint was presented at the center of the gap. The background
was white, and the luminancewas the same as that used in Experiments
1,2, and 3. The exposuredurationof the stimuluswas the same as that
used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. The discrimination thresholds were
determined by a method of constant stimuli. During the course of a
single experimentalrun, the reference was set at 26.0 cd/m2white, and
the luminance or chromaticity of the test was varied from the white
alongthe luminance,L–Mor S<L+M) axis. The observerwas askedto
judge whether the test appearedto be different from the reference. For
each axis, the thresholdsfor twooppositeluminanceor color directions
on an axis were separately measured and averaged. The estimated
thresholds for the luminance, L–M, and S-(L+M) axes were 2.62
cd/m2,0.0027,and0.0030for NGrespectively,and 2.54 cd/m2,0.0027
and 0.0028for YE.
